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in good morning ladies and gentlemen                                            
welcome to ask the theologian I'm dr.                                           
Randy white and I'm glad that you are                                           
joining us today and look forward to                                            
taking your questions and talking with                                          
you today about biblical issues                                                 
theological issues worldview issues                                             
they're all around us aren't they and we                                        
are live this morning from Taos New                                             
Mexico looking forward to having this                                           
visit with you that's scheduled to go a                                         
half hour and we'll go who knows how                                            
long we just see but we always love                                             
taking your questions and having a                                              
little theological discussion with you                                          
and tonight at 7 p.m. mountain time we                                          
will be studying the book of 2nd                                                
Corinthians and as you know we are about                                        
to land that plane in 2nd Corinthians as                                        
we come to the tail end of this book for                                        
I suppose a year now we've been studying                                        
first Corinthians followed immediately                                          
by 2nd Corinthians or almost immediately                                        
by 2nd Corinthians and we are coming in                                         
to the end of that study and then we                                            
will begin for the summer months a study                                        
called what is reformed theology and                                            
that will be in a couple of weeks on                                            
Thursday night you'll be watching for                                           
that you can watch it of course live on                                         
Thursday nights at 7 p.m. or archived                                           
anytime you want with the hundreds of                                           
videos over a thousand videos out there                                         
for many many who watch the videos on in                                        
the archives we appreciate that as well                                         
whether it's ask the theologian or one                                          
of our Bible study archives are one of                                          
our doctrinal archives like this one                                            
that will be coming up and again that is                                        
what is reformed theology we somewhat                                           
know what Calvinism is we've studied                                            
Calvinism but what is it when someone                                           
says I am reformed are we were formed no                                        
we're not we're going to look at all                                            
that I think it'll be an interesting                                            
study coming up and so you stay tuned                                           
for that this Sunday of course we'll                                            
have a regular schedule as well with the                                        
book of Acts and 30 practical doctrines                                         
that you need to know                                                           
and we will begin going through that and                                        
I see a question already coming in from                                         
Forney Texas and his question is that                                           
man with his well decorated vehicle                                             
still parked out in front of Taos First                                         
Baptist Church and the answer is yes he                                         
is this happens to be Vacation Bible                                            



School at Taos First Baptist Church                                             
where I am the pastor and so we do have                                         
the man with the well decorated vehicle                                         
right out front and my buttons not                                              
working over here right he's gonna get                                          
that fixed and I'll show you some                                               
pictures and there we go here we have                                           
the camp focus hate fear racist hell                                            
thin apocalypse lies Satan violence well                                        
as a matter of fact a strange matter of                                         
fact I don't know exactly that we have                                          
had to view those in our Vacation Bible                                         
School and I was thinking this morning                                          
especially as I saw the racist there how                                        
I suppose in fact I'm sure of this right                                        
now at Taos First Baptist Church there                                          
are more african-americans in this                                              
address than anywhere I would say in                                            
Taos likely anywhere north of                                                   
Albuquerque New Mexico that is the                                              
entire northern part of the state                                               
because we have a group from Louisiana                                          
here who helps us in Vacation Bible                                             
School and of course we have Anglos we                                          
have American Indians we have Hispanics                                         
all working together in beautiful                                               
harmony and the topic happens to be how                                         
we are one human race but nonetheless                                           
they're out front saying we're racist                                           
and all this hate and fear mongering                                            
saying gays and abortion are bad well                                           
okay even a broken clock is Right twice                                         
a day right camp equals permanent brain                                         
damage I have a feeling uh I know who                                           
may perhaps have a little more of the                                           
brain damage involved there here's the                                          
side kids Bible Camp child abuse                                                
brainwashing                                                                    
and this guy but my surprise you is not                                         
an evangelical he says he's not an                                              
evangelical I don't know maybe he's read                                        
my book I'm a fundament one Dement list                                         
and you should be too                                                           
and out in front of our church this is                                          
right where the kids come in by the way                                         
so they have to walk past it Baptist                                            
camp loony Dogma you know let me say if                                         
you want Baptists loony Dogma go to the                                         
Southern Baptist Convention you'll find                                         
loony dogma here so maybe he's just                                             
reading the papers I don't know                                                 
brainwash hate fear Trump not Satan kids                                        
camp child abuse poison mines as you can                                        
see there he is somewhat upset at things                                        
I did think as unscriptural as he needs                                         
to be he did have this one good message                                         
parents try kindness patience love the                                          
golden rule okay good I think that                                              
wouldn't be a terrible problem here                                             
here is the man up in front of our                                              
church Bible Camp                                                               
brainwashing child abuse so this is the                                         



work going on at the Taos First Baptist                                         
Church today now let me say all that we                                         
have grown a little bit used to it                                              
because first of all this man likes to                                          
protest everything and so we see him                                            
about town protesting we're the only                                            
church that I'm aware of the tea                                                
protests are Bible law school they're                                           
not a lot of churches that are even                                             
doing anything so it's not that he's                                            
ignoring the other churches just that                                           
there just aren't that many churches                                            
doing things but he does protest                                                
everything me think about protesteth too                                        
much but this really is if someone said                                         
on our Facebook page this is coming soon                                        
to a church near you your church will be                                        
considered or you individually you                                              
probably experienced some of that as                                            
well                                                                            
that if you hold to just rightly                                                
dividing the word of truth it doesn't                                           
really matter how loving you are how                                            
kind you are how tender you are how many                                        
cups of cold water you give in Jesus's                                          
name                                                                            
they're gonna come out and they're gonna                                        
protest what you're doing it is coming                                          
so you really ought to just be prepared                                         
on how to handle these the kind of                                              
things and how to deal with it                                                  
so thank you for that question                                                  
another question also from Forney Texas                                         
would you say that the SBC the Southern                                         
Baptist Convention is attempting                                                
outreach to incorporate IFB independent                                         
fundamentalist Baptist churches I would                                         
say that I don't know if the SBC in fact                                        
I would almost say I don't think the SBC                                        
the Southern Baptist Convention is                                              
intentionally out reaching two                                                  
independent fundamentalist because I'm                                          
not sure that they have their act                                               
together enough to even do that I've                                            
never seen a formal plan to do so now                                           
flipside of that in fact I think                                                
Southern Baptists are scared of and                                             
allergic to independent fundamentalist                                          
they think that Steven Anderson                                                 
represents all of independent                                                   
fundamentalist Baptist and of course                                            
Steven Anderson has a friend and this is                                        
the guy there in the pink shirt                                                 
they're both unbiblical and ungodly                                             
looms so the Southern Baptist Wood is                                           
kind of scared of independent                                                   
fundamentalists now for that reason I                                           
don't think they're attempting to                                               
outreach to them or incorporate them                                            
into the Southern Baptist Convention but                                        
I do think that there is a move of                                              
independent fundamentalist away from                                            



independent and fundamentalist and going                                        
into the Southern Baptist Convention I                                          
wish they would call me first                                                   
and please do I would be happy to talk                                          
to the pastors who are thinking about                                           
doing this and for many many years and                                          
of course I both didn't know about it                                           
much of the time and then ignored it                                            
some for many many years there have been                                        
those in the fundamentalist camp like                                           
John R rice who continually in the 70s                                          
warned of the dangers of the Southern                                           
Baptist Convention and you go back now                                          
and read John our Rice's arguments about                                        
why an independent fundamentalist church                                        
should not join the Southern Baptist                                            
Convention and he was exactly right he                                          
predicted the future of course in the                                           
70s maybe it wasn't the future it was                                           
right then because the Southern Baptist                                         
Convention had a little period of going                                         
towards a conservative it was called the                                        
conservative resurgence that which began                                        
in 1979 really was more through the 80s                                         
and early 90s before it began to fizzle                                         
out and now is just totally gone and is                                         
not a part of the Southern Baptist                                              
Convention at all anymore I think so                                            
there there is a move of independent                                            
fundamentalists into the Southern                                               
Baptist Convention I think they really                                          
are giving up independent status and                                            
really are giving up fundamentalist                                             
status and they're doing it maybe                                               
because they're not holding to some of                                          
the independent fundamentalist things                                           
that are out there anymore there's a                                            
liberalism that has come up with in                                             
independent fundamentalist and again if                                         
you go to an independent fundamentalist                                         
church it is just as much luck of the                                           
draw as it is to go into Southern                                               
Baptist churches there are a lot of                                             
independent fundamentalist churches that                                        
are as bad theologically and even as                                            
loose and liberal theologically as                                              
Southern Baptist churches are and and                                           
especially more conservative Southern                                           
Baptists but that that's conservative is                                        
very relative in that sense and so you                                          
get everything from Steven Anderson to                                          
anything-goes pragmatism Rick Warren                                            
stuff within independent fundamentalism                                         
and of course one of the reasons is they                                        
are independent which i think is good to                                        
be fundamentalist is something that I                                           
think really again needs to be rethought                                        
through all of that and carry out that                                          
appreciate that question I'm glad that                                          
Steven from winston-salem is listening                                          
and questioning all the assumptions he                                          
said except my own of course and even                                           



yours even mine                                                                 
you know questioning the assumptions is                                         
so difficult isn't it and of course                                             
that's what's on my randy white                                                 
ministries mug right here question the                                          
assumptions and I used that as a motto                                          
because again for so many years is I                                            
even touched upon earlier not using the                                         
words but I ignored the the the                                                 
questions about being a Southern Baptist                                        
and I just you know believe the press                                           
release and the Southern Baptists can                                           
put out a pretty decent press release                                           
and I think that when I begin to do this                                        
and to begin to realize this I began to                                         
question over and over and over again                                           
and fortunately it didn't cause me to                                           
lose my faith it caused me to strengthen                                        
my faith it cost me to go to the                                                
scripture because my base assumption was                                        
that the Bible is the full source of                                            
authority for faith and practice and I                                          
realized that the Baptist faith and                                             
message for example goes against a clear                                        
teaching of the Bible the Baptist faith                                         
and message is unbiblical in many places                                        
and so questioning those assumptions                                            
that's a a difficult challenging thing                                          
to do well let's take a question that                                           
comes from Mickey and Mickey's question                                         
is should we be using matthew 18:6 as a                                         
warning today in our dispensation in                                            
regards to how we treat children let's                                          
look at Matthew chapter 18 verse 6 and                                          
course it says here but whoso shall                                             
offend one of these little ones which                                           
believe in me it were better for him                                            
that a millstone were hanged about his                                          
neck and that he were drowned in the                                            
depth of the sea now here we have one of                                        
those interesting I guess maybe you                                             
would even say challenging questions to                                         
as Mickey says should we take this and                                          
use it as a warning in our day in                                               
regards to how we are going to treat                                            
children well                                                                   
in the context of course there was an                                           
immediate context and this is Jesus                                             
speaking let's back up just a little bit                                        
verily I say unto you except ye be                                              
converted and become as little children                                         
he shall not enter into the kingdom of                                          
heaven I thought this was probably here                                         
and the context was those within Israel                                         
who were understanding Jesus as Messiah                                         
as their king and they were going to be                                         
ready when the Kingdom offer came they                                          
were going to be ready to receive that                                          
and whoso shall receive one such little                                         
child in my name receiveth me but whoso                                         
shall offend little ones which believe                                          
in me it were better for him now well                                           



let me just back up again to verse 5                                            
whoso receive one such little child in                                          
my name receiveth me could we apply that                                        
to our dispensation directly I think                                            
that all of us would have to say well no                                        
if you want to receive Christ you do it                                         
individually by grace through faith but                                         
at same time                                                                    
is there a spiritual aspect in which if                                         
we minister to a little child as we're                                          
doing so today do do we receive Christ                                          
in the sense of and let's just check and                                        
see if you see that Greek there and what                                        
the full meaning it is to receive to                                            
acknowledge and I think that if we were                                         
to look into that particular word what                                          
we would find it's fairly common word                                           
used 59 times in the King James to                                              
receive to take and let's see to it to                                          
accept so I think that                                                          
it's pretty clear what it means but can                                         
it ever mean to to receive an individual                                        
through there you know you you you                                              
receive the the principles of the Monroe                                        
Doctrine for example and in that broader                                        
sense to receive the one who comes                                              
representing that message so not receive                                        
as your savior I think you can see it is                                        
used that way so let's let's come back                                          
and look at it in light of what's                                               
happening this very day so should we be                                         
using this passage as a warning today in                                        
regards to how we treat children and                                            
then with that let's look at this man                                           
right here who as the children come to                                          
Vacation Bible School he says Bible Camp                                        
brainwashing child abuse and talks about                                        
again all of the the things is about the                                        
Baptist camp loony Dogma hate brainwash                                         
and he really does discourage children                                          
who are coming to Christ now I think                                            
that here's what we have to do in                                               
passages like this and I read an article                                        
just this morning there's someone put on                                        
our Facebook discussion page and pardon                                         
me for not having it here in front it's                                         
possible that I may be able to find all                                         
of that in there but I think that the                                           
article talked about how we don't want                                          
to miss out on principles that are true                                         
because we get it was actually a play on                                        
ultra dispensationalism it really wasn't                                        
about ultra dispensationalism but it was                                        
kind of a play on it that sometimes we                                          
could become so dispensational that we                                          
miss out on a principle that can be true                                        
everywhere I talked about and when I                                            
teach dispensationalism I talk about the                                        
carryover principle so once again we                                            
would want to look at this carryover                                            
principle say is there a carryover that                                         
the one who offends                                                             



one who believes in in Christ it's                                              
better for him to have a millstone                                              
hanged around his neck is is there                                              
anything about that that is not true in                                         
our dispensation and you know other than                                        
the fact that Jeff the guy out there                                            
doing this he could repent of that sin                                          
certainly and I'd be glad if he did even                                        
if he didn't accept who Jesus Christ he                                         
could by grace through faith nothing                                            
else right now immediately even holding                                         
his sign he could place his faith in                                            
Jesus Christ I think if the first thing                                         
you do is drop that sign but it is                                              
possible and so then he would be                                                
forgiven of all sins and heaven would be                                        
his home someday now if he doesn't do                                           
that                                                                            
is he an offense to God yes he is is he                                         
a barrier to children coming to know                                            
Jesus Christ                                                                    
yes he is he wants to be that even he                                           
has set out to be that so in the end                                            
what kind of judgment there is well                                             
there's a hellish judgment there for him                                        
as a matter of fact and you know this                                           
scripture appears to say at least for                                           
that dispensation that it were better                                           
for him to have a millstone hanged about                                        
his neck and to be drowned into the                                             
depth of the sea now obviously that if                                          
you have a if you are drowned in the                                            
depth of the sea as that says then you                                          
are going to go to the greater judgment                                         
here in Matthew it's saying you're going                                        
to stand when the king comes because the                                        
kingdom was being offered and about to                                          
be offered right then you're going to                                           
stand right in front of him it's better                                         
you not stand before him is what he's                                           
saying in a broader sense and in this                                           
case I think that if he's drowned into                                          
the depths of the sea he's going to meet                                        
the judge at a later time and what                                              
happens though is is it should we be                                            
using it I think that we can benefit                                            
from the the overall teaching I think we                                        
should be careful carrying those things                                         
over                                                                            
completely and strongly I appreciate                                            
that question thank you and let's see                                           
here we've got a question that comes in                                         
from Lori would you please share your                                           
thoughts on on the in a are it's my                                             
contention that Paul was the last person                                        
who saw the risen Lord                                                          
so the NA R is the New Apostolic                                                
Reformation those in the NA are believed                                        
that there are modern-day prophets and                                          
apostles one of the things that was                                             
required biblically I believe to be an                                          
apostle was that you had to have seen                                           



the risen Lord now this is an argument a                                        
little bit by deduction through the                                             
scripture you won't find a scripture                                            
that just says it in black and white so                                         
it's a little bit of a deduction but                                            
Paul certainly did see the risen Lord                                           
you know I am Jesus whom thou                                                   
persecutest Jesus talked to him and so                                          
he did see Jesus and you might be able                                          
to argue that John was the last one who                                         
saw the risen Lord but that it's a mood                                         
argument what even though if you want to                                        
put it there because john received his                                          
apostolic commission much earlier than                                          
that it face to face with the risen lord                                        
and so it has to do with the lord                                               
himself giving you an apostolic                                                 
commission I do hold that that's what it                                        
takes to be an apostle you know you                                             
could be sent on a mission but that's                                           
different than being an apostle an                                              
apostle has a direct face-to-face                                               
encounter with the one who is sending                                           
them forth and they therefore become                                            
that person's apostle so I can't be an                                          
apostle because I have not seen the                                             
risen Lord so the New Apostolic                                                 
Reformation I think is flawed at it's                                           
very foundation in believing that                                               
polilight for example can be can be                                             
an apostle Paulo white can't be an                                              
apostle because Paulo White's not seen                                          
the risen Lord and the risen Lord is not                                        
going to appear to her either by the way                                        
because we have the scripture made                                              
complete for us it's there with us to                                           
this day so the New Apostolic                                                   
Reformation is flawed from the very                                             
beginning in believing that there are                                           
modern-day apostles there are no                                                
modern-day apostles the Apostolic age                                           
has closed now let me say that the new                                          
epistatic reformation believes then that                                        
we are in the end times this is why they                                        
call it new there was the Apostolic                                             
Reformation and now a new one has come                                          
about and in one very weird strange                                             
sense the new American New Apostolic                                            
Reformation believes in some kind of                                            
dispensations because they believe that                                         
apostolic dispensation ended and now                                            
we're in a new apostolic dispensation                                           
now I believe there is in a sense an                                            
Apostolic dispensation coming they've                                           
just put it too far so when you take for                                        
example the hundred and forty-four                                              
thousand who are going to be sealed with                                        
the seal of God                                                                 
probably Jesus Christ Himself providing                                         
that seal for them and he that that's                                           
all coming they just believe it's now so                                        
they are therefore post tribulation Alif                                        



they're going to be consistent they're                                          
gonna have to be post-trib and you know                                         
those signs and wonders do take place                                           
they just are putting it within the                                             
church today so it is a to use a term                                           
that's I think John MacArthur used over                                         
himself it's a leaky dispensationalism                                          
and leaky dispensationalism will mess                                           
you up every time dr. MacArthur it will                                         
mess you up either on lordship salvation                                        
which is where the leak sprung in his                                           
boat or on future signs and wonders and                                         
prophets leaking in now you don't want                                          
either way it doesn't matter what side                                          
of the boat it leaks in on your boat's                                          
still gonna sink and this is the problem                                        
with both lordship salvation and New                                            
Apostolic Reformation they're just a                                            
leak on the different side of the church                                        
boat and they're bringing things from                                           
outside the church                                                              
into the church and that's what                                                 
constantly sinks the church this is not                                         
what we want and so we've got to have                                           
those strong walls that keep those                                              
things outside keeps the law outside                                            
keeps the the the the if you want to                                            
call it that the Apostolic Reformation                                          
that will come the two witnesses the                                            
hundred and forty-four thousand keeps                                           
that outside these are things which                                             
again the way the the founders of new                                           
best Dalek Reformation or any of the                                            
others or John MacArthur on the other                                           
side the way they come up with this is                                          
again strangely by reading the Bible                                            
literally but let's say as you know                                             
we've probably made this very clear it's                                        
not just reading the Bible literally and                                        
I know that in kind of a very quick way                                         
if you want to describe                                                         
dispensationalism you could say                                                 
dispensationalism is taking the Bible in                                        
its literal historical grammatical                                              
context but it's not only that it is                                            
also as we got on the other side of my                                          
mug rightly dividing the word of truth                                          
so John MacArthur has taken the Bible                                           
literally the problem is he has not                                             
rightly divided the word of truth he's                                          
got a leaky dispensationalism and the                                           
new epistatic Reformation they have for                                         
example read the book of Revelation and                                         
they have taken the Bible literally but                                         
once again they have not rightly divided                                        
the word of truth and in in not dividing                                        
they've mixed all those things up                                               
together and this is one of the huge                                            
problems I think in the church today is                                         
that we are continually mixing all these                                        
things together and of course when we do                                        
so we just end up with again so many                                            



problems down through all of that okay I                                        
appreciate that                                                                 
facebook said the SBC is paving the way                                         
for Beth Moore to be president and has                                          
decided to follow their own pragmatic                                           
egalitarian ways Beth Moore is the last                                         
person that should be leading the SBC                                           
I'll just read that and say I agree with                                        
you I think you're right on all of that                                         
it will be interesting to see I won't be                                        
there I can promise you but it will be                                          
interesting to see next year when it's a                                        
contested presidential election who                                             
comes forth whether it's Beth Moore I                                           
would not be surprised if there's not at                                        
least a woman nominated next year and                                           
there's been a lot of laying the                                                
groundwork to bring this about whether                                          
it happens next year or some year down                                          
the road I think it's going to to follow                                        
gary has a question on youtube after                                            
reading some early reformers writings it                                        
seems they were more anti-judaism and                                           
not necessarily anti-semitic is it okay                                         
for Christians to be anti Judaism no                                            
human should ever be anti-semitic I                                             
think we we have to be a little careful                                         
here and of course let me try to unpack                                         
this just a little bit some early                                               
reformers writings because of that I'm                                          
gonna have to be a little bit vague                                             
because obviously there are a lot of                                            
early reformers and they wrote a lot of                                         
stuff you can take someone like a Martin                                        
Luther for example who had an anti                                              
Judaism in fact in some of his early                                            
writings he actually was quite friendly                                         
to the Jewish people but as they held to                                        
their guns so to speak in Judaism he                                            
became anti Judaism and recognized at                                           
one point obviously there's a little                                            
continuum here at one point he                                                  
recognized Judaism is not going to lead                                         
them to faith in Christ in our                                                  
dispensation and that's what Martin                                             
Luther was trying to do the problem then                                        
is he did not stop there he didn't stop                                         
with the theological understanding that                                         
Judaism is not Christianity that is true                                        
I would hold to that as a matter of fact                                        
I've again I've said a number of times                                          
when I speak to a Jewish audience I'm                                           
invited somewhere and there's a Jewish                                          
audience and they asked me to speak                                             
usually on Christian Zionism                                                    
or something like this when I speak to a                                        
Jewish audience I always say hey I                                              
recognize up front that Christianity and                                        
Judaism are mutually exclusive you can                                          
be a Christian Jew obviously or you know                                        
a Jewish Christian however if you want                                          
to take that but you cannot hold to the                                         



tenants of Judaism and to the tenants of                                        
of Christianity because Judaism of                                              
course is built on Torah and Paul                                               
releases Christians from Torah and so                                           
how in the world do you hold on to that                                         
which you are releasing you can't make a                                        
you can do this so Martin Luther                                                
recognized this the problem is and what                                         
invariably follows is when you take this                                        
anti Judaism it leads to anti-semitism                                          
and I think that you definitely see that                                        
with Martin Luther was the anti Jewish                                          
or anti-semitic                                                                 
he hated Jews is the truth he maybe                                             
didn't start out hating Jews but he                                             
began to hate them for not accepting                                            
Jesus Christ and this I don't think it                                          
works you know whether it's anti Muslim                                         
anti Buddhist anti atheist anti-jew if                                          
you grow to hate those then that hate                                           
leads to of course the expressions of                                           
hate and Martin Luther definitely had                                           
those expressions of hate he could say                                          
some things that were so anti-semitic                                           
that they would cause you know even an                                          
anti-semitic person to blush a little                                           
bit he was he was you know as bad as                                            
Hitler honestly and Hitler got a lot of                                         
his theology from Martin Luther of                                              
course Germany Luther it all comes                                              
together                                                                        
now can you responsibly separate Judaism                                        
from Christianity yes I don't think that                                        
I would use the term anti Judaism in                                            
that sense I would use the term logic                                           
logically Christianity is not Judaism                                           
and Judaism is not Christianity I'm fine                                        
with that and I don't want you know                                             
people converting to Judaism thinking                                           
their salvation is going to                                                     
be there I wouldn't wouldn't agree with                                         
that and I think that honestly even a                                           
good Jewish rabbi wouldn't agree with                                           
that a good Jewish rabbi if you came and                                        
said I want to I want to convert to                                             
Judaism they say no go away                                                     
well you can't and you'd have to come                                           
about 30 times with a whole bunch of                                            
work trying to convince them to let you                                         
in and they're gonna push you out but                                           
nonetheless do not get off topic here I                                         
think that anti Judaism or anti-semitism                                        
more often is a cover for anti-semitism                                         
or it is pre anti-semitism and you know                                         
those even today to just say well you                                           
know I'm not against Jews I'm just                                              
against Israel well you know Israel is                                          
the Jewish state and I don't think that                                         
we can carry that out very well there so                                        
appreciate that                                                                 
and here is a comment from Pastor drew                                          
in Georgia if you don't start the body                                          



of Christ with Paul you will undoubtedly                                        
place yourself under the law thoughts                                           
yeah I've got some thoughts on that                                             
my thoughts are you're right that the                                           
you you can say the church started                                              
wherever you want                                                               
I honestly you know most people are                                             
gonna say Acts chapter two okay whatever                                        
the question is where does our theology                                         
start whether you call it the church or                                         
the pansy Club or whatever I don't care                                         
where does our theology start the                                               
theology that we are going to apply to                                          
our lives                                                                       
if you start it in Acts chapter two or                                          
with the resurrection of Jesus or with                                          
Jesus's baptism wherever you want to                                            
pick or with Moses in the wilderness you                                        
know pick a spot anywhere prior to Paul                                         
you pick your spot there and you start                                          
the body of Christ there now I'm going                                          
to interpret and Andrew pardon me if I'm                                        
wrong here I'm going to interpret the                                           
body of Christ to be                                                            
the theology that we would apply to                                             
Randy and to Drew and in our                                                    
congregations today if you start that                                           
prior to Paul you will place yourself                                           
under the law and my thoughts are                                               
exactly you you will at least partially                                         
place yourself under the law of course                                          
because you're a parent you're going to                                         
say no I do not place ourselves under                                           
the law but bringing all the tithes into                                        
the storehouse because that was before                                          
the law and that was during the law and                                         
that was after the law and that's the                                           
that's not of the law but truth is 10%                                          
tithe is of the law you will place                                              
yourself now we've been studying in the                                         
book of Acts and we're up to chapter                                            
five now about to get into chapter six                                          
and up to this point we have seen                                               
nothing but law-abiding Torah abiding                                           
they're still in the temple they're                                             
still in their synagogues they're still                                         
carrying out everything Jewish and so                                           
let's say well I believe that my                                                
theology starts with Acts chapter two                                           
the problem is I'm not gonna do anything                                        
and from Acts chapter 2 to Acts chapter                                         
you know 8 9 10 11 12 13 somewhere there                                        
I I'm not gonna do any of that and I'm                                          
not gonna teach any of that and what you                                        
what you find is if you listen this is                                          
what most evangelical pastors would say                                         
well that was unique to their situation                                         
that they were all selling everything                                           
that was unique to their situation that                                         
they were having signs and wonders and                                          
even Peter shadow was curing people I                                           
was just unique to their situation                                              



unique to their such it was unique to                                           
their situation Inc to their situation                                          
that was you but it's all our theology                                          
was just unique to their situation it                                           
was just for them just unique to their                                          
situation but our theology starts here                                          
me think us you speak with forked tongue                                        
if your don't apply any of that then it                                         
doesn't apply right so why not just do                                          
the obvious and say our theology starts                                         
with Paul and I think that that solves a                                        
ton of problems                                                                 
you won't watch John MacArthur anymore                                          
because he he'll it's all that leak in                                          
that's where he gets that lordship                                              
theology                                                                        
stuff that honestly is not lordship at                                          
all and it's not good theology either                                           
but you yeah you're gonna place yourself                                        
under the law to some degree maybe                                              
totally and I know you know I could name                                        
a few names here of some people who once                                        
taught actually pretty decent                                                   
dispensational theology but then they                                           
quit rightly dividing and now they                                              
totally put themselves and their                                                
followers under the law don't eat pork                                          
observe Sabbath at least in their fake                                          
way of observing Sabbath because they're                                        
you know really not doing it they just                                          
think the media on Sundays they're doing                                        
it they're fooling themselves but                                               
nonetheless they put themselves                                                 
completely under the law their                                                  
modern-day Judaizers they're not                                                
dispensationalists and you know unless                                          
they make the new dispensation come with                                        
torah or something and from from that                                           
degree to the degree where i used to be                                         
and that was typical southern baptist                                           
and typical southern baptist is I'm                                             
gonna use the laws I want to use when                                           
they're convenient for me and typical                                           
Southern Baptists is I don't have the                                           
ability really just to separate us                                              
totally from the law because I'd had to                                         
quit preaching my tithing sermons I may                                         
have told the testimony before but it                                           
was that issue of tithing that really                                           
pushed me over into dispensationalism                                           
when I began to read free from the law                                          
and I began to understand that                                                  
everything in the Bible 100% of the                                             
Bible of tithing save the example of                                            
Abraham and we could talk about that for                                        
another day but all of it was under the                                         
law the the law of the tithe and even                                           
the you know bring ye all the tithes                                            
into the storehouse that's all under the                                        
law Jesus you tithe on mint dill and                                            
cumin you ought to do those things that                                         
will he was talking to the Pharisees                                            



under the law and so I when I came to                                           
realize if we're not under the law I                                            
gotta quit preaching these tithing                                              
sermons and I had some really good                                              
tiding sermons and what am I gonna do                                           
with it well I you know had to eat crow                                         
feet feathers Fanny and all and                                                 
get rid of that thing and and move                                              
beyond all of that and eventually that                                          
you know along with a number of other                                           
things move me out of the Southern                                              
Baptist Convention in that so I drew I                                          
think you're exactly right if you don't                                         
start the body of Christ with Paul you                                          
are going to end up and some of those                                           
challenges there and let's see here                                             
we've got Jerry what about the thief on                                         
the cross was he saved under grace or                                           
law I think that that I let me let me                                           
show you a passage of Scripture I                                               
believe it is make sure I've got the                                            
correct reference here first first                                              
Timothy chapter 1 verse 15 this is a                                            
faithful saying worthy of all                                                   
acceptation that Jesus Christ came to                                           
save sinners of whom I am chief the word                                        
here let's go over to Young's literal                                           
first is the word protoss we know that                                          
prototype of whom I am first let's go to                                        
save sinners first of who I am howbeit                                          
for this cause I obtained mercy I                                               
obtained mercy first that in me first                                           
same word notice if you look up or                                              
left-hand corner of your screen                                                 
this is Strong's Greek word number 44 13                                        
protoss and if I go right up here it is                                         
Strong's Greek number 44 13 exact same                                          
word of whom I am first howbeit for this                                        
cause I obtained mercy that in me first                                         
Jesus might Christ might show forth all                                         
long-suffering for a pattern to them                                            
which should Hereafter a pattern the                                            
word is type                                                                    
the pattern is of course you take the                                           
pattern first and then those which                                              
hereafter believe on him unto                                                   
everlasting life I think that Paul was                                          
the first to be saved in our                                                    
dispensation he was the first to be                                             
saved as we know it and the thief on the                                        
cross went to paradise with Jesus but in                                        
that sense so did Lazarus and others and                                        
that I think was not the same kind of                                           
salvation that was his I think he was                                           
saved probably he was saved in a                                                
rightness with the law and said well he                                         
couldn't have been he was you know a                                            
thief on the cross I don't know the full                                        
story though and Christ didn't know the                                         
full story I do know that Jesus was not                                         
rightly tried nor sentenced correctly to                                        
his crime so what you know what what                                            



Torah did he break I don't know some                                            
interesting questions there but I think                                         
salvation came as we know it salvation                                          
by grace through faith came with Paul so                                        
his salvation I think he was reserved                                           
for a future judgment I don't even know                                         
that I would say he would say today                                             
you're gonna be with me in paradise                                             
there's gonna be a judgment there or                                            
there's gonna be an opportunity there                                           
perhaps that that he was going to have                                          
through the shed blood of Jesus Christ                                          
and anyone saved at any time it's gonna                                         
be saved by the blood of Jesus Christ                                           
through all that and let's see from                                             
Facebook I've never heard MacArthur                                             
teaching that we are saved by the law he                                        
you probably know you probably haven't                                          
what MacArthur says is that we are not                                          
saved if we're not making him Lord of                                           
our life                                                                        
he gets the things about lordship from                                          
Jesus talking                                                                   
himself being under the law he was born                                         
under the law lived under the law Jesus                                         
was talking to those who were under the                                         
law and Jesus says things like not                                              
everyone who says Lord Lord will enter                                          
into the kingdom of heaven but only that                                        
such as those who do my will and                                                
therefore if you do not do his will you                                         
are not one of the redeemed and so his                                          
his he would not say you're saved by                                            
under the law and very few would say                                            
that even you you know I don't I don't                                          
know any of the reformers that would say                                        
that what the reformers would say is                                            
that there is the moral portion of the                                          
law that must be obeyed if you are saved                                        
what dispensationalism says is that the                                         
law does not lead you to Christ it does                                         
not save you nor does it sanctify you so                                        
there is no role of the law whatsoever                                          
in the Christian life today that Christ                                         
was born under the law he lived under                                           
the law he redeemed from the law now                                            
there is a complete separation from the                                         
law and we live you know the life I live                                        
now I live by grace by faith in the one                                         
who has died for me and so if I if I                                            
said MacArthur says we're saved by under                                        
the law I don't mean that at all he lets                                        
the law leak into the Christian life is                                         
what I what I want to say and brings too                                        
much of the law into the Christian faith                                        
I think this is a problem with reformed                                         
theology as we'll see in the series                                             
coming up what what is reformed theology                                        
coming soon and so let's see here make                                          
sure I got everything and pardon me as I                                        
thumb through I think I got all the                                             
questions today so good to be with you                                          



you pray for us as we finish out our                                            
Vacation Bible School right here among                                          
our children and we have loony dogma                                            
coming out right right here but will                                            
question the assumptions from it we are                                         
enjoying being able to teach about forty                                        
five little children throughout our                                             
community and teach them of the actually                                        
we're teaching them that were one human                                         
race and that Jesus Christ has died for                                         
that human race and provides salvation                                          
as a free gift to all who would receive                                         
it and we're excited to be teaching that                                        
appreciate a group from Louisiana being                                         
here helping us out as long as as well                                          
as our church members from our little                                           
tiny church right here in Taos New                                              
Mexico tonight I'll be teaching second                                          
Corinthians look forward to seeing you                                          
right here at 7:00 p.m. mountain time if                                        
you'd like a text reminder of that you                                          
can send a text Randy white one-word                                            
no-spaces Randy white - the number                                              
97,000 we'll send that out if you'd like                                        
a reminder for the ask the theologians                                          
and ATT daily to 97,000 again no spaces                                         
ATT daily to 97,000 i do hope that you                                          
will go to our our facebook page perhaps                                        
facebook.com slash Randy white                                                  
ministries or my personal facebook which                                        
is I believe it's facebook.com slash                                            
pastor Randy white and send a friend                                            
request and you will see you there or on                                        
twitter at pastor white or on email                                             
randy at Randy white ministry so our ji                                         
or to send in your questions it is                                              
question at Randy white ministries Ord                                          
how's that for too much information                                             
through all of that it's been a blessing                                        
having you today I hope that you will                                           
rightly divide the word of truth god                                            
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


